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"Man has within a single generation found himself sharing the world
with a strange new species: the computer . . . . "
Marvin Minsky !

I. INTRODUCTION
Worldwide, traders are now making extensive and increasing use of
computer networks as conduits for electronic trading. 2 Nevertheless, if
the use of computer technology is restricted to providing a medium for
communications between human Wading partners, it is probable that
significant legal implications will arise only in such "adjectival" domains
as evidence and the security and authentication of communications? By
contrast, the substantive law can be expected to follow a relatively
orderly progression in which the courts will simply continue to elaborate
on established precedents such as those concerning contracting by means
of instantaneous and non-instantaneous electronic communications?
There is, however, another important dimension to the use of
computer networks in electronic trading that deserves attention.
Machines are not only capable of facilitating communication, but they
are also able to initiate that communication. The role of the computer is
rapidly evolving fi'om that of passive cypher to that of active participant
in the trading process. What are the implications of this development7
At the most basic level, the computer can be programmed automatically
to issue a standard offer and to both acknowledge and record acceptances from trading partners. By this means, human traders can use
networked computers in much the same way as they use more traditional
vending machines to save costs where the tasks involved are very
simple.
Computer technology, however, has potentially far more to offer.
Despite slow and halting progress in artificial intelligence ("AI')

1. JOHNPALFREMAN& DORONSWADE,THE DREAMMACHINE: EXPLORINGTHE
COMPUTERAGE 136 (1991).
2. The importance of such electronic trading can be symbolized by the attention
afforded to it by the United Nations. See, e.g., Heinrich, Harmonised Global
Interchange?
UNCITRdL "sDraft Model Lawfor Electronic Data Interchange, 3 WEB
JOURNAl. OF CURRENT LEGAL ISSUES, available in World Wide Web,
http://www~cl.ac.uk/-nlawwww/erticles3rnein3.hlml
(I 995).
3. ENCYCLOPEDIAOFINFORMA~ONTECHNOI.OGYLAW~ 5.87 to 5.115 (Saxby ed.
1990); see also Chris Reed, Authenticating Electronic Mail Messages--Sorne Ev'ulential
Problems, 52 MOP. L. REX'. 649, 653 (1989).
4. See RESTATEMENT(SECOND)OFCONTRACTS§§ 64, 66 (1979); Entores Ltd. v.
Miles Far East Corp, [1955] 2 Q.B. 327; Brinkibon v. Stahag Stahl und Stahlwarenhandelsgesellschaft m.b.tL, [1983] 2 App. Cas. 34; see also ENCYCLOPEDIAOF
INFORMATIONTECHNOLOGYLAW, supra note 3, ~ 5.93 to 5.94.
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research, 5 computer systems are n o w emerging that can operate not just
automatically but autonomously. A u t o n o m o u s machines can learn
through experience, 6 modify the instructions in their own programs, and
even devise n e w instructions. 7 T h e y then can make decisions based on
these self-modified or self-created instructions, s I f autonomous
computers are able to learn and modify their own behavior in this way,
a reasonable implication must be that they are capable o f manifesting
(or, at least, appearing to manifest) h u m a n cognitive processes that are
associated with the exercise o f free willy These processes include
making choices, forming intentions, reaching decisions, and giving or
withholding consent. What follows from these AI-orientated developments? Humans earl give their computers substantial autonomy in
decision-making, thus permitting the machines to complete highly
c o m p l e x tasks which involve not only the need for speed o f operation
but also sophisticated, precise judgments. I°
I f machines are capable o f replicating, or at least mimicking,
processes that are regarded as evidence o f free will when performed by
humans, what are, and ought to be, the legal consequences o f this
situation? S o m e commentators have already turned their minds to the
implications o f these profound developments for such areas o f the law
as torts H and trusts? 2 More remarkably, perhaps, some o f the issues

5. See DOUGLASR. HOFSTAD'rER,GODEL,ESC'HER,BACH: AN ETERNALGOLDE~
BRAID594-632 (1979).
6. See DONALDMICHm& RORYJOHNSTON,THE CRF.ATIVECOMPUTER94-I 14
(1984).
7. See PALVREMAN& SWADE,supra note 1, at 159-65.
8. Even the renowned arch-skeptic of AI research, Joseph Weitzenbaum, has been
forced grudgingly to confess:
I accept the idea that a modem computer system is sufficiently complex
and autonomous to warrant our talking about it as an organism. Given
that it can both sense and affect its environment, I even grant that it can,
in an exUemely limited sense, be "socialized," that is, modified by its
experiences with its world.
JOSEPHW~'r'ZENBAUM,COMPt.rrERPOWERANDHUMANREASON209-10 (1976).
9. See PrxmwN. JOm~SON-LAmo,Trm CoMPtYmaA~a3Trn~~
353-68 (1989);see
also HOFSTADTER,supra note 5, at 710-14.
10. See, e.g., LEE & DEwrrz, FACILITATINGINTERNATIONALCONTRACHNG: AI
EXTENSIONSTOEDI (1994).
I !. See Leon E. Wein, The Responsibility o f Intelligent Artifacts: Toward an
Automation Jurisprudence, 6 HARV.J.L &TECH. 103 (1992) (arguing that unattended
intelligent artifacts should be subject to liability independent of human masters).
12. See Lawrence B. Solmn, Legal Personhoodfor Artificial Intelligences, 70 N.C.
L REv. 1231 (1992) (discussingwhether an artificial intelligence can serve as a trustee).
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raised by computer autonomy have already been directly addressed by
the UK Parliament in the context of the law of copyright."
For our part, we wish to discuss the implications of machine
autonomy for contracting. We will consider what follows when a
computer is programmed not only to negotiate details such as the price,
quantity, and dates o f delivery and payment, but also to decide whether
to make or accept an offer without reference to any human trader. Until
now, advances that have occurred in trading technology have taken place
in the context ofpre-determined wading relationshipsY Such relationships have been characterized by repeat ordering of pre-defmed
commodities. Prospective human trading partners enter "interchange
agreements" with each other prior to the commencement of trading? 5
Each specific transaction then occurs with;v a broader legal framework.
As a result, the need to analyze potential contract law problems that
might arise in relation to any particular transaction can be easily
finesse&
Technological innovation, however, continues apace. Already, we
have arrived at the threshold o f an era where trading will take place
within the global electronic marketplace that isthe Intemet.~6 Soon, our
autonomous computers will be programmed to roam the Intemet,
seeking out new trading partners - - whether human or machine. In
these circumstances, it is likely that human traders will have no direct
knowledge of, or contact with, many of their trading partners. These
human traders, furthermore, will have little or no detailed knowledge of,
or input into, the terms of the transactions.in question. It is likely that
many transactions will be both one-off~7and entirely computer-generated. Contractual rights and duties may have to be determined by
reference to the individual, computer-generated transaction itself rather

13. See Copyright,Designs and Patents Act, 1988, oh. 48 (Eng.). The Act defines
"comput~-g~
work as "work... generated by comput~ in ciremns~c~s such
that there is no human author for the work." la[ § 178. Another section of the Act
deems the author of a computer-generated work to be "the person by whom the
anzngementsnecessary for the creation of the work are undertaken." IK § 9(3).
14. See, e.g., F.S. Wong et al., Fuzzy N ~ a l ~/stemsfor Stock Selection, 48 FIN.
ANALYSTSJ., Jan.-Feb. 1992, at 47, n.l; Pioneers Try "'Neural Networks" to Pick
Pension Stocks, CORP.CASHFLOW,July 1994, at 5, n.8 (describing use of artificial
intelligence technologies to pick investments).
15. F.~'VO.,O~DIAov bn:ORMAI20N TEC~OLOOYLAW,supra note 3, ¶ 5.95. For
an example, see generally Commission Recommendation 941820Relating to the Legal
Aspects of Elec(xonicData Interchange, 1994 OJ. (L 338) 98 (proposing a standard
"European Model EDI Agreement").
16. See Louise Kehoe, The Internet Phenomenon, FIN.TIMES(London), Mar. I ,
1995, (IT IT Review of Informalion Technology), at XVIII.
17. In contrast to an ongoing contractual relationship between habitual trading
parlners.
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than by reference to the umbrella device of an interchange agreement.
At this point, we must inquire whether existing contract law doctrine can
cope with the new technology, and if so, how.
Undoubtedly, there are clear, commercial benefits to be derived
from the use of this new technology. Trading can be conducted more
quickly, decision-making can become more sophisticated and accurate,
clerical errors can be reduced, and costs can be cut through the adoption
of such techniques as "just-in-time" ordering and stock control. To
enjoy these benefits, however, human traders employing autonomous
machines in the trading process must be confident that computergenerated transactions are binding and effective in law. Otherwise, all
1the advantages will be lost as it will be necessary for those human
~traders who enter the electronic marketplace to personally authorize (or
~ least ratify) every individual computer-generated transaction. The
primary task of this article is to examine whether computcr-generated
transactions can stand on their own as legally enforceable contracts.
H. ISsuEs IN CONTRACT FORMATION

A. The Scenario
li We wish to put forward a scenario to help us to identify and discuss
some of the doctrinal problems that arise when an autonomous computer
is involved in trading:
A buyer accesses an autonomous computer controlled by a
seller
a widget merchant
and asks the price of
widgets. The buyer has never had any dealings with the
seller or the seller's computer before. Having checked that
there are widgets in stock, the computer uses knowledge
that it has acquired itselfto calculate a price by means of a
complex formula that it has evolved for itself. The computer then notifies the buyer of the price at which it is
prepared to sell tile widgets. The buyer responds by
ordering a quantity o f widgets from the computer at the
price quoted. The computer informs the buyer that it
accepts his order and then causes the widgets to be dispatched to the buyer, and an appropriate debit to be made
from his bank account. The seller never knows that this
transaction has occurred. Does the transaction constitute a
valid contract? If so, between whom?
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Two preliminary points need mentioning. First, we will focus our
discussion on a hybrid o f both American and English contract law.
Second, we have deliberately made our scenario an isolated one-off
transaction. We have avoided putting it into a relational context in order
to enable us to explore the contract-formation issues that arise in relation
to the transaction itself, divorced from any effects o f an existing
ig~erchange agreement.
B. Discussion
This scenario gives rise to a number o f difficulties in contract
formation. We begin with a standard, classical statement TM o f the
requirements for contract formation:
To constitute a valid conlract (1) there must be two or more
separate and definite parties to the contract; (2) those
parties must be in agreement, that is there must be a
consensus ad idem; (3) those parties must intend to create
legal relations in the sense that the promises o f each side
are to be enforceable simply because they ate contractual
promises; (4) the promises o f each party must be supported
by consideration . . . . 19
Unless all four o f these criteria are met, by conventional wisdom no
contract is formed. Therefore, let us consider how well our scenario
matches up to each o f these criteria.
The first question is who or what is capable, at law, o f being a party
to a contract? It is generally accepted that both natural persons and legal
persons are capable o f entering contracts, z° Computers are clearly not
natural persons ~.and neither American nor English contract law, at
present, deem them to be legal persons. 21 Computers, therefore, are not
capable ofbeingparties to contracts. In our scenario, both the buyer and
the seller are natural persons, and consequently, are capable o f being
parties to the transaction. The autonomous computer, however, clearly
cannot be a contractual party as the law now stands.

18. /nessenoe, thisis amanifestationofpmmisethoory. See, e.g., ~ F R I E D ,
CONTRACTASPROMISE:A THEORYOFCONTRACTUALOBLIGATION(1981).
19. 9 ~ U g Y ' S LAWSOFENGLAND5203 (4th ed. 1974)(footnotesomitted);c~.
R F . S ' r A ~ (SECOh'D)Or COWrRACTS§ 3 (1979).
20. See RESTATEX~T(SECOND)OFCONTRACTS§ 3 (! 979);see also U.C.C. § 1-201
0994); 9 HA~BUgY'SLAWSOFENGLAND,supra note 19, ¶ 205.
21. We will discxtssthe question ofwhetber it is permissible and useful to deem
computersto be legal persons for trading purposesin part Ill, infi'a.
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Let us next turn to the issue o f agreement. An agreement is a
consensus adidem - - a meeting o f minds. According to our definition,
the minds in question have to be the minds o f the parties to the agreement. In our scenario, can it be said that there is a meeting o f the
parties' minds in any meaningful sense? In both American and English
contract law, the normal analytical tool used to test for such a meeting
o f minds is that o f offer and acceptance. = To be precise, the key
question that the court must answer is, "what was the mechanism for
offer and acceptance?' ~ What, therefore, constitutes an offer? It is, a
c o m m u n i c a t i o n by an offeror addressed to a n offeree where: ( I ) the

words or conduct used are detailed and certain enough to be capable o f
forming an agreement by the mere fact o f acceptance; and (2) the words
or conduct, when objectively interpreted,2~ evince an intention to be
bound by mere acceptance.
In our scenario, the seller has made a computer available in such a
way that prospective parties can place orders with it. Does the mere fact
o f availability constitute an offer?. Probably not, as the computer would
likely receive treatment similar to advertisements,25 catalogs, 26 and shop
displaysy and be regarded as lacking the appropriate intention to make
an offer. Providing access to a compu'~r in this way would probably be
considered a mere invitation rather than an offer. We are then told that
the seller's computer is asked the price o f widgets. In response to this
request for information, the seller's computer calculates and then quotes
a price. Neither the simple request nor the provision o f the information
is likely be regarded as an offer by a court.28 The buyer then orders a
quantity o f widgets. The buyer's words are probably detailed and
certain enough to be capable o f constituting an offer. Furthermore, the

22. See RESTATEMENT(SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 22(1) 0979); Gibson v.
Manchester City Council, [1979] l W.L.R. 294, 297 (ILL.) (l~plock, LJ.) (appeal taken
from Eng. C.A.); Frier v. Federal Crop Ins. Co., 152 F.2d 149, 150 (5th Cir. 1945).
23. Hispanica de Petroleos S.A.v. Vencedora Oceanica Navegacion S.A., [1987]
2 Lloyd's Rep. 321,331 (Mustil, L.J.).
24. See R£STA'rEME~'(SEco~D)OFCONTRACIS§ 20(2) (1979); Paal Wilson ,e, Co.
A/S v. PartenreedereiHannah Blumenthal, [1983] I App. Cas. 854, explained in Allied
MarineTransport Ltd. v. Vale do Rio Doce Navegacao S.A., [1985] 1 W.L.R. 925, 940
(C.A.) (C-off, L3.); Lonergan v. Scolnick, 276 P.2d 8 (Cal. App. 1954).
25. See RESTATEMENT(SECOND)OFCONTRACTS§ 26 (1979);Parlridgev. CrilIenden,
[1968] 1 W.L.R. 1204 (Q.B.).
26. See ~ A T ~ n ~ q T (SECOm3)Or COm'RACrS§ 26 (1979); Grainger & Son v.
Gough, 1896 App. Cas. 325.
27. See R E S T A ~ (SECOND)OFCONTRACTS§ 26 (I979); Fisher v. BelL,[1961]
1 Q.B. 394; Pharmacet~cal Soc'y of Great Britain v. Boots Cash Chemists, [1953] 1
Q.B. 401.
28. See Harvey v. Facey, 1893 App. Cas. 552, 555-56 (P.C.) (appeal taken from

Jamaica).
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words used, consmJed objectively, would appear to evince the necessary
intention. It is probable that a court will conclude that the buyer's order
is the offer.
What, then, constitutes an acceptance? It is a communication by an
offeree addressed to the offeror where: (1) that which is .~ccepted
mirrors that which is offered;e9 and (2) the words or conduct used,
objectively interpreted, evince an intention to assent to an offer
previously made to that ofl'eree)° In our scenario, if an offer has been
made, then prima facie the seller's computer uses words that both mirror
what is offered and evince an intention to assent to that offer. But whose
intention? There appear to be three possibilities:

(1)

The intention may be that o f the seller's computer alone. If
computers are not capable o f being parties, however, surely it
must follow that we do not have a meeting o f minds by the
parties themselves; or

(2)

The intention may be the seller's elone. This view, however, is
problematic given that the seller never knows o f the transaction;
or

O ) The intention may be the seller's albeit embodied in ~ e stored
program o f the computer. Can this view be realistic, though,
when the decision to make the offer in question has been
formed autonomously by the seller's computer?.
Given that offer and acceptance is file preferred method o f identifying agreements, the courts have shown a willingness to go to considerable lengths to twist the facts in order to fit them into these two
categories) x
However, there are some circumstances where the courts are forced
to give up and admit that this analytical tool is entirely inappropriate.
Examples o f where "offer and acceptance" analysis appears to be
abandoned include:
multipartite agreements; 32 court-imposed

29. SeeP,~'r^TEM~'r( S V . ~ ) OV~
§ 59 0979); Jonesv. Daniel, [1894]
2 Ch. 332, 335.
30. S e e G . H . T ~ m - ~ , T ~ L A w o F C O ~ 16 (8thed. 1991).
31. See, e.g., New Zealand Shipping Co. v. AM. ~
& Co., [1974] 2
W.L.R. 865, 870 (P.C.) (Wilberforce, L.); see a/so HUGHCOLLINS,THE LAW OF
CO~rrRACT159-62(2d ed. 1993).
32. See RESTATEMENTCSECOND)OFCONTRACTS§ 22(2) (1979); Clarkev. Earl of
Dumaven, 1897 App. Cas. 59.
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33 arid option or unilateral contracts, s* In our view, neither the

first nor the second exceptions are applicable to the discussion o f our
scenario. The third exception, however, may prove more useful. This
is particularly so in light o f powerful evidence that English courts, at
least, are willing to use the option or unilateral contract device both
actively and creatively. 3s
In Great Northern Railway. v. Witham, 36 Judge Brett gave this
classic formulation o f the option or unilateral contract: " I f I say to
another, ' I f you go to York, I will give youi £100,' that is in a certain
sense a unilateral contract. He has not promised to go to York. But, if
he goes it cannot be doubted that he will be entitled to receive the
£100. "3~
What would the effect be o f reca~ing the classic formulation as: " I f
you order goods from m y computer, I promise to supply those goods."
Here, it may be that the issue o f whether or not the specific transaction
between the buyer and the computer amounts to a valid contract is moot
when the irrevocable offer, by the controller, matures into a complete
bilateral contract. We will explore this conceptual approach more fully
in due course.
The third criterion for us to consider is that o f the intention to create
legal relations. To constitute a valid contract, the parties must "mean
business." In other words, they must intend to create binding legal
relations between themselves. As with the offer and acceptance
mechanism, however, the courts analyze the intentions o f the parties
from an objective standpoint. In the case o f ordinary, arm's-length,
commercial transactions, the courts start from the presumption that legal
relations were indeed intended. ~ I f either party wishes to challenge that
presumption, the onus "is on the party who asserts that no legal effect

33. See RF.~A3"~S~s'r(SECOND)OFCONTRACTS§ 22(2) 0979); Up,on-on-Severn
RDC v. Powell, [1942] I All E.1L 220 (P.A.); see also PATRICKS. ATIYAH,AN
I~rrRODUCnONTOTHELAWOr CONTRACt96-116 (4th ed. 1989).
34. See RES'rA'rEME~(SECOND)OFCOIWrRACrS§§ 25, 45 (1979); COLLr~,supra
note 31, at 162-63.
35. See, e.g., New Zealand Shipping Co. ~ v A. M. SatterthwaRe & Co. Ltd.,
[1974] 2 W.LR. 865 (P.C.) (Wilbefforce,L); Harvela InvestmentsLtd. v. Royal Trust
Co. of Canada, [ !985] 3 W.L.R. 276 (ILL). More recently, in Blackpool & Fylde Aero
Club Ltd. v. Bladqpool Borough Council, [1990] 1 W.LIL 1195 (C.A.), the Court of
Appeal imposeda duty on the defendantsto at least considera tender from the plaintiffs
by fmding that the invitation to tender amounted to a unilateral couUactwhereby the
defendants promised to consider any conformingtenders that were submitted.
36. 9 L ~ . -C.P. 16(1873).
37. 1,1 at 19.
38. SeeTREn'EL,supra note 30, at 158.
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was intended, and the onus is a heavy one."39 All that is necessary,
therefore, in the case of the computer-generated transaction in our
scenario is for a court to make clear that the usual presumption applies.
In the event that the court proves unwilling to apply the presumption
because of the involvement of an autonomous computer, we must ask
ourselves similar questions to those we addressed when considering the
elements of offer and acceptance. In relation to our scenario, the buyer's
intention to create legal relations gives rise to no difficulties. However,
the seller's intention faces the same three difficulties outlined e.bove. In
essence, is it more problematic to deem that an autonomous computer is
capable of forming a relevant intention, or to claim that the human trader
has a specific intention when that claim is demonstrably untrue?
Finally, we must address the consideration requirement. This
amounts to the need to demonstrate that there has been an exchange of
economic value. "Each party must promise to give up, or actually give
up, some right or liberty specified by the other as the price of the
reciprocal undertaking."4°
In our scenario, once the widgets have been supplied and the price
has been paid, the consideration is executed and the requirement is
satisfied. Difficulties may occur, however, at a time when the consideration is merely executory. This arises when the seller's computer has
done no more than "promise" to supply the widgets. A key intention
that lies behind such promises is, of course, the intention to be bound by
that promise ~ in other words, the inL~mtionto create legal relations.
We have already examined this intention to create legal relations above.
Another intention that can be associated with each promise is the
intention to fulfill the promise. In our view, however, this intention can
be seen as a corollary to the intention to create legal relations and thus
does not require separate treatment.

C. Possible Solutions
It is clear from the above discussion that the involvement of an
autonomous computer in the contract-formation process gives rise to
considerable doctrinal difficulties. In the remainder o f this article, we
will explore ways in which these difficulties might be overcome. We
will undertake this task by presenting and discussing models of computer
involvement in contract formation: (1) the computer as a legal person;

39. Edwards v. Skyways Ltd., [1964] 1 W.L.IL 349, 355 (Q.B.); of. RE~ATI~Eh-r
(SECOND)OFCONTRXC'rs§ 21 (19"/9).
40. COLLnqS,supra note 31, at 52.
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and (2) the computer as a mere machine. Let us begin by examining
what prima facie appears to be the more radical model.
HI. THE COMPUTER AS A LEGAL PERSON
Could contract law accommodate the idea o f conferring legal
personhood on a computer? At present, it already recognizes an
impressive variety of legal persons, including ships, corporations, legal
persons under foreign law, and in some cases, international organizatious. 4~ No single principle dictates when the legal system must
recognize an entity as a legal person, nor when it must deny legal
personality. At least from this perspective, there is no bar on treating
computers as persons. But is there any positive reason to confer
personality on computers7 Three possible reasons might be suggested,
based in turn on moral entitlement, social reality, and legal convenience.

A. Moral Entitlement
In some cases, legal personality acknowledges that the person has
a moral entitlement to rights or interests distinct from those of others.
So, for example, all natural persons are legal persons because, without
legal personality, their fights and interests would only be protected
insofar as they coincide with the rights and interests o f other legal
persons. To some writers, any entity which has some chosen characteristic in common with natural persons is morally entitled to legal
protection, and this is best secured through the conferral of legal
personality. For examp,~, it has been argued that whales should have the
right to life because they are intelligent and are cc~lscious o f their own
sufferingfl 2 Lawrence Solum has extended this argnment to artificial
intelligencefl To Solum, a system which achieves self-consciousness
is morally entitled to be treated as a legal person, and the fact that selfconsciousness does not emerge from biological processes should not
disqualify it from legal personality. The validity o f this argument is
clearly debatable: it is not at all certain flint computers can achieve selfconsciousness; nor is it obvious that self-consciousness is a valid test for

41. See generally REGINALDW.M. DIAS,JUl~PRUDENCE241-42(5th ed. 1985).
42. SeeAmhonyD'Amato&SudhirlC Chopra, Whales: T/..zir Ernerging Right to
L/~, 85 AM. J. I~rr'L L 21 (1985); see also Christopher D. Stone, Should Trees Have
Standing? - - Toward Legal PJghtsfor Natural Objectz, 45 S. CAL.L REY. 450, 453-57
(1972) (arguing that trees are entitled to legal rights, including the right to life).
43. See Sohnn, supra note 12; see also Wcin, supra note l l , at 116-18 ( ~ g
the
pos~'bility of legal rights for artificial intelligence sys~ms).
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moral entitlement to legal personality.44 In any case, it is somewhat
remote from our situation. We are concerned with the protection o f
those who trade through the computer, rather than the protection o f the
computer itself. The computer has no interest in these transactions? s
Hence, although Solum's argument may one day prove relevant to
artificial intelligence, it is not immediately applicable to the trading
situation.
B. Socia/Rea/ity
In other cases, it is argued that legal personality recognizes social
reality, in that many artificial legal persons are already regarded as
persons in some e:~ra-legal sense. For example, a group o f individuals
may exhibit many o f the social characteristics o f a natural person;
indeed, the group may develop a sense o f its own identity and pursue
objectives distinct from those o f its constituent members. In the
nineteenth century, theorists developed this idea by l ~ g
it to the
biological concept o f the organism.46 They argued that collective bodies
could develop into social organisms with a distinct social will. Hence,
the legal. system merely recognizes the social fact o f their independent
existence when it confers personality upon them. It is this emphasis on
the social reality o f personality, rather ,than moral entitlement to
personality, that distinguishes this particular approach from other
theoriesN
In recent years, the biological analogy has been further developed
by the theory o f autopoiesis, which stresses the self-referential, selfconscious nature o f systems. ~ The autopoietic analysis is concerned
with more than the issue o f legal pem3mlity, but it has some interesting
observations on the nature o f personality which may be useful in
analyzing the computer-generated agreements. Autopoiesis derives from
the idea that some biological systems - - such as the cell or the DNA
m o l e c u l e - - produce their constituent elements fivrn their own elements.

44. For a ske~cal view, see ~
P~ROSE, THE ~ R ' S
NEw MIND:
CONCERmNG~
Mm~, Am)wm LAwsor Francs (1989).
45. It might have if the computer itself was constituted as a legal person which
owned the funds, i.~ as a new type of business corporation. But in our scenario,the
computerdoes not wade on its own account.
46. See gener~ty Hubert Rotneumner,B/o/og/c~ Met@hors ~ Legal T~ug~, in
AUTO ,Pore'noLAW: A N E w APPROACH TO L A W AND ~
(Gunther Teubncr cd.,
1988); Martin Woli~ On theNature ofLegal Persons,5 4 L A w Q. RL~. 494 (1938).
47. See Wolt~ supra note 46, at 498.
48. See GuntherTeulmer, Enterprise Corporatism: New Industrial Policy and the
"Eas,.,nce"ofthe LeguIPerson, 36 AM.L Cow,m).L 130 (1988);see a/ao Michael King,
The "Truth" AboutAutopo/e.s/s,20 J.L SOC'y218, 219 (1993).
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In this sense, they are "closed" to the outside environment. An
autopoietic social system is similar to an autopoieti¢ biological system,
except that the system's elements are communications, and the system
itself is best described as a system of meaning. As explained by
Teubner, the leading theorist on the application of autopoiesis to law, an
autopoietic social system is "a system o f actions/communications that
reproduces itself by constantly ~
from the network of its
elements new commtmications/actions as elem~qt~s."~ So, for example,
Teubner argues that the legal system is itself an autopoietic social
system, because it descn'bes actions as lawful or unlawful, and these
"communications" about lawfulne~ are derived from earlier"communications" regarding lawfidness o f a c f i o t ~ In other words, lawfulness
can only be understood in terms of the legal meaning o f ~ .
If
this seems tr~l~ed in circularity, this b precisely Teuimer's pohlt:
indeed, he sometimes illustrates his analysis by reference to the
circu~rity inherent in ~ c a l
and logical system~ ~ That is, legal
systems develop new legal meanings out o f their existing stock o f legal
meanings, just as mathematical systems develop new mathematical
concepts out o f existing mathemalical concepts.
There is considerable controversy concerning the validity o f the
autopoiesis o f law, and it is beyond the scope of this reticle to investigate
the debate full~.5~ Nevertheless, it is worth investigating Teubner's
position on legal pemmality. Although his general argument that law is
an amopoietic system does not tell us what a legal person is, nor when
legal personality should be conferred on an entity,52 he has written
specifically about the legal personality oforganiz~ons. Indirectly, his
ideas on organizations may provide us with some idea o f what computers must do before the legal system will treat them as petsous. According to Teulmer, legal persom are entities that are constructed within the
legal system as "semantic artifact[s]" to which legally meaningful
communications are attn'bmed.53 In other word.% entities are descn~.,ed
as legal persons when the legal system attn'butes legally mea#~gful
communications to them. To put it simply, within the legal system, legal

49.
50.
S E L
51.

Teutmer, supra note 48, at 136.
Se.e ge.neral/y G ~
TEUBm~ "AND GOD ~ . . . "
r - ~
Am3 PAt~a3OX m LAw (1983).
For a review o f lhe debate, see King, suFra note ,18.

~

,

52. Indeed,Wolffhas arguedthatthe Wpticationofbiok~gicalanak~giesto a~r~ticial
and natural legal persons is merely "verbal image~," azd that the idea of a "social
organism"havinga"social wili~is too vagneto sustainlegalprinciple; the analogyto
life is "wrecked completely on the rock o f t h e 'inexplm-ability' o f life i/self." W o l ~

supra note 46, at 500.
53. Tonbner, supra note 48,at 138-39.
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persons are those entities that produce legal acts. So, for example, a
natural person is capable o f many types of legal acts, such as making a
contract or committing a tort. By contrast, a wild animal is not capable
of any such legal acts. Hence, the legal system treats natural persons,
but not wild animals, as legal persons.
This brings us a little closer to the possibility of ascribing legal
personality to computers, since legal systems already recognize a variety
of non-natural perzo.ns as legal persons. According to autopoiesis
theory, the legal system treats non-natural persons as legal persons
because it recognizes that~heY have the capacity to act in some extralegal manner, and that extra-iegr~:~acfion must be given a legal meaning
within the legal system. For example, a state may declare war against
another state. The declaration of war obviously has significance outside
the law, but it may also raise the legal question of the legality of the
declaration. To do this, the declaration of war must be attributable to a
legal person. In the extra-legal sense, most people would attribute the
declaration o f war to the state itself: Hence, it makes sense for the legal
system to attribute the declaration to the state and this means that it must
treat the state as a legal person.
In general, most types of legal persons are seen by other legal
persons as actors in some extra-legal context. For example, once a
group of natural persons achieves a certain level of organization, we tend
to regard it as a social unit and communicate with it as such. Moreover,
the constituent members may regard the organization as a separate
entity, and the organization may acquire a level of independence such
that we can state that the organization ~ an image of itself distinct from
its membership.
If the organization then engages in actions to which the legal system
seeks to attribute legal meaning, the legal system would be under
pressure to construct a legal meaning for it that corresponds to that of
other legal persons. States are one example; a more recent example of
personality "emerging" from a group of individlmls is the modern
business corporation. The sophistication of business organizations
means that most legal systems ultimately found that it made sense to
attribute contractual acts to the o~anizztion rather than to the natural
persons who were its constituent members. Socially, people outside the
organization regard the organization itself as the entity with which they
do business; the organization's members regard the organization as the
entity; and the organization itself has a sufficiently strong self-image
that it can be said to regard itself as the entity. Accordingly,' the legal
system also regards the organization as the legal person who is bound by
the legal contract. This is a matter o f legal policy: the organizations
produce actions that must be given a legal meaning, and it t~s become

G
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:~mpler to regard the organization, rather than its constituent members,
as the source of that action. As put by Teubner, "As a rule, it makes
legal policy sense to grant legal capacity to social systems that already
have social capacity for collective action. ''~ At this point, "the legal
system is exposed to massive pressure to complete the social personification by legal personification. ''55
,
Computers am obviously constituted differently than organizations;
organizations are social systems while computers am information
systems. But there is one key similarity: with organizations, the search
is for the separation of the organization's identity and actions from those
of its membership. In other words, it is the social capacity for collective
action that is matenal. With computers, the search is als~ for the
separation of the computer's identity and actions from its human
controllers. Obviously, we would not describe this as the social capacity
for collective action. However, we would describe it as the social
capacity for autonomous action. Hence, we can translate Teubner's
point by stating that "it makes legal policy sense to grant legal capacity
to information systems that already have social capacity for autonomous
action."
Social capacity for autonomous action arises once those who interact
with the computer regard it, rather than its human controllers, as the
source of relevant communications. 56 This analysis separates the
vending machine from the autonomous trading machine. Only in a
superficial way do we say that a vending machine sells us something; we
know that the price, means of payment and delivery, and the quantity
and quality of the goods are actually determined by others. With
autonomous computers, our perceptions may differ. For example, we
are now inclined to say that the most advanced chess computers play
chess on their own; we might also say that autonomous computers make
agreements on their own. In this practical, extra-legal sense, we attribute
the actions to the computer itself. Hence, it makes sense to think of
conferring legal personality on the computer.
Nevertheless, it is still a substantial jump to state that computers
now have the capacity for social action which would put pressure on the
legal system to treat them as legal persons. Indeed, we may ask how we
should determine whether an autonomous computer has the social
capacity for action. This should depend on the particular type of social
(and legal) action in issue; in particular, we should ask whether an

54. Ia~ at 143.
55. Id.
56. This goes beyond Solum's argument that self-consciousness is, by itself,
sufficient to warrant trr.alment as a legal person. See Solum, supra note 12, at 1264-66.
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autonomous computer manifests the sort of behavior we associate with
making an agreement. This avoids the problem of deciding whether a
+computer "understands" what the process of making an agreement is
about, at least in the way that natural persons do.s7 In the trading
situation, we are more concerned with the objective appearance given bY
computers. Hence, our real concern should be whether the behavior
manifested by the computer is roughly approximate to the behavior
manifested by a person who understands that his or her actions may lead
to the creation of a contract. With natural persons, perhaps the best
e-,tidence that the context is understood is the development of a trading
strateg.9. For example, we would probably conclude that a child
understands that his or her communications may lead to a contract if he
or she starts negotia.~;.agwith us in a sensible way, or if we can otherwise
see that he or she has decided when a proposed bargain is good enough
to accepu This is what we should demand of computers before Ueating
them as we would human agents. At the present time, this is not
inconceivable. Indeed, the very purpose of incorporating artificial
intelligence into trading machines is the development of a trading
strategy. Accordingly, if an autonomods computerdemonstrates the sort
of sophisticated trading strategy we associate with natural persons, we
would probably conclude that it has the social capacity to make
agreements. Ultimately, this would put pressure on the legal system to
describe the computer as a legal person.
We might also conceive of a hybrid social person, consisting of a
computer and natural persen operating in tandem. This "partnership"
could exhibit behavior which is not entirely attributable to either
constituent, and yet is the product of their joint efforts. Here, we might
see something similar to the original idea of the collective of individuals
as a single entity possessing social personality (and ultimately legal
personality), but the collective would consist of a computer and a natural
person. However, since we concentrate on the "partnership" itself, and
ask whether other legal persons would regard it as an actor in some
extra-legal context, it is not strictly necessary to ask whether the
computer is a distinct social or legal person. Perhaps this may be an
easier concept to assimilate into the law. In other words, it may be easier
to accept that a human-machine "partnership" has a will and a personali t y - compared:to that of a machine alone - - and yet distinct from tha/
of the human alone.

57. Cf i~/.at,1267-69.
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C. Legal Expediency
A further reason for conferring legal personality on computers is
simply convenience. As argued above, there are sound commercial
reasons for treating computer-generated agreements as contracts. As
will be shown below, we could bring this about by relaxing the
requirement of intention, and finding that there is the necessary intention
somewhere in the transaction as a whole. Alternatively, we could state
that. the computer acted as the agent of the party, or even as a party inits
own right. The choice between them depends on the legal complexity
and convenience of each.
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co. v. Bockhorstss
provides an example of how these alternatives would operate. A
motorist killed a pedestrian after he had allowed his automobile
insurance policy to lapse. He then sent a check to the company's agent
and requested that the company reinstate his policy retm~ctively. The
agent warned the company that the motorist was attempting to get
coverage for a~ accident Which had already occurred. Ordinarily, the
company would have refused to reinstate the policy. However, its data
entry clerks found that they could not enter the fact that the accident had
just occurred, because the company's computer was not programmed to
deal with it. Accordingly, they only entered the details of the reinstatement request, and the computer later sent a notice to the motorist stating
that the policy was reinstated. Despite the somewhat unusual behavior
of the motorist in this particular case, the court held that the insurance
company was bound b y the notice. The general policy is sound:
motorists should be able to rely on notices stating that they have
insurance coverage. There were several ways that the court could have
reached this conclusion. In this case, it characterized all the company's
errors as errors of the human controllers of the computer;, in particular,
they failed to input important information to the c o m p u t e r . 59 Alternatively, the court could have found that the computer was an independent
agent of the company, and acting under its actual or ostensible authority,
bound the company by issuing the notice.6°

58. 453 F.2d 533 (10th Cir. 1972)..
59. Regmding Bockhorst, Wein states: "The court held that the computer system
constituted a-competent agent capable of binding its principal in circmnstances where
a similardecisionby a human agent might not amotmtto intentionalrelinquishmentof
a known righL" Wein, supra note 43, at 135.
On a close reading, it appears that the court did not state this; rather, it attributed all
the relevant decisions and actions to the human traders. See, e.g., Bockhorst, 453 F.2d
at ~37.
60. See Wein, supra note 43, at 135.
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Both arguments converge on the same conclusion; they ensure that
those who reasonably rely on the communications emanating from the
computer are protected in law. In choosing which argument to apply,
the courts (and the legal system generally) should be guided by the
convenience and expense associated with each. In the Bockhorst case,
the simplest solution was to treat the computer as a passive, mechanical
device. The court was then able to apply the existing'(and entirely
adequate) doctrine of waiver. On the other hand, the trealJnent of ships
provides an example of a situation where the opposite solution is used.
The legal system coffers a form of legal personality on a ship, which
then permits those who have an interest in the ship's business to subject
it to a form of arrest. We do not think of ships as having a moral
entitlement to personality; nor do most of us regard them as having real,
extra-legal personalities. Nevertheless, conferring a form of legal
personality on ships performs a valuable legal purpose in a convenient
and relatively inexpensive manner. ~m
Does conferring legal personality on autonomous computers provide
a simple means of upholding computer-generated agreements? There is
one practical difficulty which must be overcome: How do we identify
the subject computer? Is it the hardware? Is it the software? What if'the
hardware and software are dispersed over several sites and maintained
by different individuals? This would probably not be an issue where the
parties are already in an established trading relationship, since they are
likely to have an interchange agreement between them to deal with
problems arising from computer-based trading, including problems
relating to identification and authentication of computer communications. But, as in our scenario, the question of identification might easily
arise when there is no interchange agreement in place. Of course, the
problem of identification is not unique to computers. The same problem
arises with corporations, as their membership and control can change
frequently. However, registration makes the corporation identifiable.
For computers to be treated as legal persons, a similar system of
registration would need to be developed. For example, a system of
registration could require businesses who wish to rely on computer
contracts to t ~ s t e r their computer as their "agent." I f a trader wished
to operate a computer on a trading network, she could be first required
to register an identifiable name and signature for the computer, and
identify herself as the responsible party behind the computer.

61. Similarly, giving legal personality to foreign temples and idols recognizes that
foreign law may create legitimate interests in those objects which the legal system
should respect. For an English example, see Bumper Dev. Co.rp. v. Commissioner of
Police, [1991] 1 W.L.R. 1362 (C.A.).
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In the absence of registration, a purported agreement would have the
same status as an agreement made by a corporate agent which was never
properly incorporated. The difficulty with introducing a system of
registration is the expense. Aside from securing the enforceability of
computer-generated agreements, conferring legal personality on
computers produces no other benefits which would justify the expense
of registration. By contrast, conferring personality on corporations does
not merely serve to identify the entity to outsiders; it also brings with it
the legal and economic advantages of limited liability and the continuation of legal identity. No such advantages would flow from conferring
legal person-,dity on computers. Furthermore, it seems superfluous from
the business perspective. If traders would go to the trouble of registering
a computer for use on a network, then why would they not go through
the trouble of signing an interchange or network agreement, which
would serve the same purpose of guaranteeing the enforceability of
agreements? In other,words, it would appear that traders have already
devised a system which provides many of the advantages ofregistradon,
but at a lower cost. Ultimately, it is possible that the costs of a system
of registration would mean that the conferral of personality would prove
too expensive to justify itself.
IV. THE COMPUTER AS A M E R E MACHINE
There are several ways of dealing with the gulf between the acts of
an autonomous computer and the intentions of the human trader, without
going to the extremes of treating the computer as a legal person. First,
we could modify contract doctrine by relaxing the requirements of
intentionality in contr~t-making. Second, we could insist on applying
the traditional doctrine as it stands so that a computer-generated
agreement would not be binding unless human intention could be
identified at every stage in the formation of the agreement. Third, we
could simply disregard the ~volvement of the computer in the transaction entirely. In effect, we would adopt the legal fiction that the
computer never plays an active role in contract formation; accordingly,
we would treat it as a passiw~ implement of the trader, regardless of its
autonomy.
A.

Contract Doeth'he

We have already stated that transactions generated by autonomous
computers do not appear to fall ~mthm any of the existing exceptions to
the requirement that the presence of agreement be analyzed in terms of
offer and acceptance. Why not, !hen, create a new exception? Perhaps
l~

.
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we might focus on the fact of agreement rather than the process of
making the agreement.62 Specifically, we would decide that human
intention need not underlie the making of an offer or an acceptance, at
least as far as computer-generated agreements are concerned. In other
words, the courts would hold that the human trader's generalized and
indirect intention to be bound by computer-generated agreements is
sufficient to render the agreements legally binding. This would extend
the accepted principle that a person who signs a contract without reading
it is normally bound by its terms.~ It is difficult to construct any
intention relating to the specific terms of the agreement; in a sense, it is
m o r e accurate t o say that the fact that an agreement is made is sufficient.
As put by Atiyah:
The truth is (a party) is bound notso much because of what
he intends but because of what he does . . . . The man who
signs a written contract is liable because of what he does
rather than what he intends. And he is liable because of
what he does for the good reason that other parties are
likely to rely upon what he does in ways which are reasonable and even necessary by the standards of our society.~4
Similar reasoning could be applied to computer-generated agreements. That is, i f a person can be bound by signing an unread contract,
then it seems reasonable to say that by making the computer available,
the human operatoi should be bound by the agreements it generates. In
both situations, there is a realization that the relevant acts are likely to
result in an agreement on which there will be reliance, and hence there
is a sound basis for treating the agreement as a le~'~hy binding contract.
In addition to the analogy o f signing unread contracts, the courts
might also employ the strong presumption that ordinary commercial
transactions are deemed to be intended by the parties to create legal
relations.65 If the courts do adopt such a stance, it would resolve any
ambiguity over the enforceability of a specific agreement, at least in
commercial situations. However, this still leaves the question of
consumer transactions unresolved. This is not an important practical
question at present, since most Electronic Data Interchange a n d

62. See generally PATRICK.S. ATIYAH,ESSAYSONCo~¢rRACTch.2 (1990).
63. See R F . S T A ~ (SECOND) OF COb'tRACtS § 211(1) (1979) (applying to
standardizedagreements);Smmdersv. Anglia Bldg. So¢'y, 1971 App. Cas. 1004; Foster
v. MacKinnon, [1869] 4 L.R.-C.P. 704.
64. ATZY~I, supra note 62, at 22.
65. SeeTgmTm.,supranote30, at 157; FAwaxdsv.Skyways,Ltd., [1964] 1W.L.R.
349, 355 (Q.B.).
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computer trading is done between commercial parties; nevertheless, it is
becoming increasingly clear that the era of the electronic shopping mall
is just about to begin.~ Hence, the courts would still need to make a
significant alteration to the doctrine, since it would be necessary to apply
the commercial presumption to consumer transactions. Of course, if
there is a fear that the interests of consumers would suffer, the courts (or
the legislature) could decide that the presumption would not be permitted
to operate against the consumer. From our perspective, the main point
is that the presumption offers a means of upholding most computergenerated transactions.
The presumption of intent in commercial transactions would have
the clear benefit of removing the need to consider closely the intentions
that lie behind offer and acceptance. If the primary fimction of contract
law is to facilitate the operation of a trading market, then this must be
viewed as a satisfactory result. Nevertheless, we should not overlook the
extension that this would make to contract doctrine. With unread
contracts, the parties know that an agreement is being made; they are
only ignorant of the precise terms of the contract. With computergenerated agreements, the parties not only have no knowledge of the
precise terms of the agreement, but they often have no knowledge that
a specific agreement is being made. To add yet another exception to the
fiamework of offer and acceptance analysis raises the issue of whether
the rule itself can and should continue to stand. This view is all the more
forceful when erie considers the impact of the electronic marketplace
where a high proportion of trading and shopping transactions are likely
to involve interaction with autonomous computers. Moreover, there is
a chance this further exception to the traditional analysis of agreement
will steadily grow in importance until it completely overshadows the role
itself. This prospect must cause us to reflect that we may be departing
too far from the "classical" concept of contract as being, in essence, the
meeting of human minds, albeit from an objecfivized point of view.6~ If
what we are considering may lead to the de facto abandonment of any
trace e r a human meeting of minds in the contract-making process, we
should at least pause to consider consciously whether this is, indeed, the
direction in which we wish to move.

66. See generally Ian Lloyd, Shopping in Cyberspace, 1 INT'L.J.L. & INFO.TECH.
335, 335 n.3 (1993).
67. See REs'rA~(SECOND)OI: CONTRACTS§ 20(2) (1979); Paal Wilson ~ Co.
A/S v. PartenreedereiHannah Blumenthal, [1983] 1 App. Cas. 854, exp/a/ned/n Allied
Marine Transport L ~ v. Vale do Rio Docv Navegacao SA, [1985] 1 W.L.R. 925, 940

(Goff,LJ.).
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B. The Computer as a Tool o f Communication
As we have seen, an autonomous computer differs from other
machines because it can engage in complex interactions with the
environment around it, without intervention by the person who controls
it. Nevertheless, we could choose to ignore its autonomy and treat it as
no more than a passive adjunct or extension of the relevant human
trader. In effect, we would adopt the legal fiction that anything issuing
from the computer really issues directly from its human controller. By
doing so, we would treat the computer as we do a telephone or fax
machine. Accordingly, all intentions manifested by, or e=.bodied within,
the machine would be regarded as the intentions of the controller. It
follows that all transactions entered into by the computer would be
treated as transactions entered into by the human trader.
This approach carries with it certain advantages. From a purely
legal perspective, it would involve no change whatsoever to contract
doctrine itself, although we would deliberately ignore technological
developments; for this reason, it might be styled the "business as usual"
approach. There is also a certain element of justice here, since it is the
controller who chose to involve the machine in the trading or shopping
process in the first place. This logic seems to underlie the decision in the
Bockhorst case;6s as explained above, the defendant insurance company
was held to have intended to make the decisions actually made by its
computer. This ensured that those who dealt with the defendant did not
bear the risk that the computer might make an error. Finally, it might be
argued that it puts the risk ofunpredicted obligations on the person best
able to control them - - those who program and control the computer.
Obviously, this approach gives them a strong incentive to ensure that the
computer is properly programmed and policed.
Despite the advantages of this approach, it seems unnecessarily
harsh. Many computers can be programmed to issue a vast range of
contractual communications. Some would be considered by the human
trader to be highly unlikely, while some would be quite likely. Hence,
there is a clear risk that attributing all computer communications to the
human trader would make the controller unwittingly and unwillingly
liable to the other party, and indeed to third parties. Is it fair, or even
commercially reasonable, to hold the human trader bound by unexpected
communications just because it was theoretically possible that the
computer would produce them? We have acknowledged that traders are
in the best position to assess and control the risk of unexpected contrac-

68. See text accompanyingnote58.
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tual obligations; however, it must also be acknowledged that there are at
least some circumstances where there is a cheaper way of avoiding the
costs of unpredictable contractual obligations. In particular, where the
other party is, or should be, aware that a communication produced by an
autonomous computer does not represent the human trader's true
intention, that party is in the best position to reduce the costs of
unexpected obligations. For example, imagine a vending machine that
advertises drinks at a given price. If a buyer puts the price of one drink
into the machine and discovers that the machine produces two drinks,
the buyer could not argue that the seller's intention has suddenly
changed.
This problem of unexpected and unreasonable contractual obligations could arise under any of the proposed solutions. However, the
weakness of this approach is its inflexibility. For example, if the
computer was treated as a legal person, the courts could adapt the
doctrines of actual and ostensible agency to arrive at a just result.
Similarly, if they decided that intention did not need to be referable to
t h e specific acts of offer and acceptance, they could still develop
principles regarding the reasonable expectations of those who trade
through ccanputers, jnst as there are specific exceptions to the principle
that a person is bound by an unread contraeL69 But if the courts adopt
the legal fiction that a computer never operates autonomously, they give
themselves no room to maneuver. Considering the variety of situations
which are likely to arise in practice, this hardly seems desirable.
C. Traditional Analysis - - Denying Validity to Transactions
Generated by Autonomous Computers
In the third model of analysis, we continue to apply classical
conWact doctrine without modification. That is, the agreement component o f a contract would be taken to demand the meeting of human
minds in all situations. Here, unlike the first model of analysis, we
require that the human intention be referable to each of the specific acts
involved in contract formatiom We also do not say that the communications from the computer should always be attributed to the human
controller, as we did in the second model. Instead, we demand that
human intention must underlie the offer and acceptance, as well as the
intention to create legal relations or fulfil a promise.
There are two situations in which computer communication is a
product ofhmnan intention. The first arises where the computer is mdy

69. Foster v. MacKinnon, [1869] 4 LIL-C.P. 704, 71 I.
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a passive conduit of human commtmic~i.'on. For example, i f a computer
is used to transmit messages by electronic mail, it is clearly a conduit for
communication, and the communication is made with human intention.
According to general principles of contract law, the agreemeut would be
legally binding. 7°
The second situation arises where the computer acts upon preprogrammed instructions which can only be altered by the human trader.
For example, the computer could be programmed to accept any offer to
buy widgets at or above a cer~tin price, but not to modify the price.
Here, we could argue that the computer's stored program embodies the
trader's intentions. Indeed, there is a close analogy with the vending
machine, since the mechanics o f the vending machine permit it to accept
an offer firm a buyer;, in this sense, the mechanics embody the owner's
inteution to accept offers for certain goods at a certain price.
Agreements made through a vending machine, or a computer, would
not be treated as binding contracts if the law insisted that the human
intention was contemporaneous with the creation o f the agreement.
However, the law does not insist upon this. Rather, the approach
depends on whether we are dealing with an existing trading relationship
or an isolated one-offlransactiom~ I f a specific transaction takes place
within a trading relationship, there will often be an interchange or
communications agreement in place which should resolve the problem
o f computer-generated contracts. If so, the computer-generated
agreement could be regarded as an option or unilateral conUact.72~The unilateral contract approach may work well in a relational
setting, where buyer and seller have engaged in previous transactionsor
have entered into an interchange agreement priorto the commencement
o f trading. However, as we have already stated, our primary interest is
in discrete, first-time computer-generated transactions ~ likely to be a
common type of transaction in the electronic marketplace of the future.
Provided the natme o f ~ e arrangement is made expficitly clear to wouldbe trading parties (and their computers) before the transaction proper
commences, there appears to be no difficulty with the notion that an
option or unilateral conUact - - i.e., an irrevocable o f f e r - - c a n be "made

70. Unlike American law, English conUaa law does not gcoerallyrequire any
contracts for the sale of goods to be in writing. Com~6areU.C.C. § 2-201 (1990)
(requiringcan~rac~for the saleof goodsvaluedat over $500to be in writing)w/thIzw
Reform(Enforcementof Ccmlra~) Act, 1954,2& 3 EI~ 2, c_~4(repealingtbe Statute
of Francisas pertainingto the sale of goods), d/scussed/n E. ALLANFAR~OR'~
COm~C/S § 6.1 (2d ed. 1990).
71. I A N R . ~ ~ ~ ~ O N S A N D R H ~ T I O ~ , ,
12-13
f2d ed. 1978).
-~
72. See supra part II(B).
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to all the w o r l d . " In effect, having the computer available to make or
accept offers is itself an irrevocable offer, amounting to a collateral
option or unilateral contract, by which the owner or controller l~monally
promises to be legally bound by any such transaction.
In these two situations, the courts are able to uphold agreements
made with the aid of computers, without straining the current doctrine.
However, they could not do the same with agreements generated by an
autonomous computer. As explained above, an autonomous computer
is capable of altering its stored program and developing new instructions
in response to information it acquires in the course of Wading. Since the
program changes over time, without any human intervention, it would
be very difficult to characterize it as the embodiment or expression of
human intention. Hence, the doctrine as it now stands would deny
validity to agreements generated by an autonomous computer.
What is the advantage of denying independent legal validity to
computer-generated transactions per s¢? It is that such an approach
would involve relatively little change either in contract law or in our
concept of a contract. On the other hand, the disadvantage is that
contractual doctrine would become disconnected from the commercial
dimension of the wealth-maximizing transaction. Both would lead
separate, albeit parallel lives. This would be too detached from reality
and from the current norm where the legal and commercial dimensions
are, in general, unified and focused on the actual transaction itself. For
instance, we would have the odd result that the enforceability of the
contract would depend upon whether the computer was autonomous;
however, the autonomy of the computer may have been entirely
irrelevant to both o f the parties tothe specific transaction. The human
trader using the autonomous computer might have been quite happy with
the terms of the computer-generated agreement, and yet, because he or
she did not personally intend to make the specific communications, the
contract would not be enforceable. Furthermore, the autonomy of the
computer might not be apparent to the other party,and in any case, the
source of the communications would not have made any differenceto his
or her consent to the contract. Hence, there is no sound commercial
basis for distinguishing between communications from autonomous
computers and commur~cafions from other computers; nevertheless, this
is what the traditional doctrine appears to require.

73. SeeRESTA'reM~rr(S~'D) OV~
SmokeballCo., [1893] ! Q.B. 256, 268.

§ 29(2) (1979);Carlillv. Carbolic
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V. CONCLUSION
Our concern in this article is whether computer-generated agreements should be enforceable as legally binding contracts. There is
certainly nothing about the subject matter of computer-generated
agreemems which should render them unenforceable.T' It is only the
process o f forming the agreement which creates difficulties, and these
difficultiesariseonly because the legaldoctrineof contractlaw was built
on an idealized model of face-to-facecommunication between natural
persons. However, the law has adapted whenever it has dealt with
technological or commercial innovations which allow agreements to be
made in other ways. It should n o w do the same with computergenerated agreements, for reasons o f both commercial pragmatism and
moral justice.
:
A. Commercial Pragmatism

There is some scope for arguing that enforceability i~not a practical
problem, because commercial traders tend to keep to ~eir agreements in
any case75 If so, it is arguable that there is no commercial need for legal
enforceability.
But even if this is generally true, there are still practical benefits
which would follow from making computer-generated agreements
binding in law. First, treating computer-generated agreements as
contracts would make them assignable for value. In many trading
situations, the agreement is valuable not just as a bargain for goods, but
as a tradeable object in itself. If there is a secondary market in futures
contracts for the particular commodity in question, the computergenerated agreements should be tradeable on that secondary markcL
This would require computer-genermed agreements to have the same
legal status as other agreements.
Second, one vital concern o f contract law is the efficiency of
commercial practice in the broadest sense. Computer trading is a fact;
regardless o f the legal treatment o f computer-generated agreements,
traders will continue to use computers and modem electronic networks

74. Contrastthiswithgamblingmwiz:etlembjcctmatterofthcconWact
is the objectof concern,ratherthan the formationof the contract.With computer-

g~-ated b-ading,the subjectmam~ris en~rely~ a b t e . Atsocomp~ this with d ~
promotion laws, which inhibit the free flow of infom--~onvia computer
because there is a legitim~ concern with both the subject matter of the computer
communicationsas well as with the modeof the communication.
75. See, e.g., Hugh Bcale & Tony Dugdalc, Contracts Between Busine.tsnm~:
Planningand the Use ofContmctt~ Remed/e.v,2 BRIT.J.L. SOC'Y45 (1975).
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to do business. This, by itselt~ is a sign that doing business through
computer-generatad agreements is more efficient than doing it through
other media. For this reason, the law should follow commercial practice
and find a means of upholding these agreements.~
Further support is found if we consider how commercial practice
would be affected if the courts refuse to treat comptaer-genemled
agreements as legally binding contracts. Even if we assume that
computer trading does not increase the to'.al volume of trading, it is
already clear that at least some trading will [~ shifted from traditional
media to computer networks. Hence, ifcomp~ter-generaled agreements
are not enforceable, a significant prcporti~Jn of formerly b~.nding
transactions will fall outside the law, for no sound commercial reason.
In addition, the concentration and development oflrading expertise on
computers would be discouraged without justification.
B. Moral Justice

Contract law - - like any area of l a w - - cannot divorce itself from
considerations of moral justice. As a broad moral principle, individuals
should not be bound by obligations they did not choose for themselves.
But choice is not the only moral principle underlying contract law. In
general terms, contract law is about cooperative activity; as such, it
involves three key elements: consent, reciprocity of benefit, and
reliance. The degree to which any of these three elements is present in
any given contract varies." These three elements would continue to
operate if computer-generated agreements were legally enforceable: Of
course, consent would not be as important as it is when rmtural persons
make agreements, and the importance o f reliance would vary. Moreover, reliance would not always consist o f a specific detriment arising
from a single transaction; rather, it would often consist of the general
reliance by human traders on network trading to produce valid agreements. It weald be the element of reciprocity which would become
paramount. Accordingly, a trader who makes a computer available for
making agreements and thereby seeks to benefit from the promises of
others must, for the sake of reciprocity, accept the burden of the
agreements made by the computer.7s
~'-.

o

76. See SimonGardner,Trashingwith Trollope: A Deconstructlon of the Postal
Rules in Contract, 12OXFORDL L~Ja. STUD.170(1992).
77. See ATIY~.,supra note62, at 1056.
78. If/ at3g-39.
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C. The Way Forward?
Our article demonstrates that neither American nor English law, as
they currently stand, would confer legal status on all computer-generated
agreement. Therefore, the real issue is to determine how the law should
be changed, rather than whether it should be changed. As we have
shown, there are a number of optious the courts might consider. We
have suggested that the most likely route that the courts would take
would involve relaxing the requirement that the intention cfthe parties
must be referable to the offer and acceptance of the specific agreement
in question. Over the short term, ~,is appears to achieve the desired
result with the least violence to cmrent doctrine. Overthe longettmn,
there may be increasing pressure to treat computers and computer-person
"partnerships" as legal persons, at least for the purpose of determining
when contracts are formed. Ultimately, the legal solutions which are
easiest for traders to follow are those which already agree with their own
sense of commercial reality. As human traders give computers greater
autonomy, there will be a point at wtfich it would be legally appropriate
to give autonomous ,computers the status of legal persons, because that
will be the role that traders will have g~ven them. Commercially and
morally this will make sense; it will therefore be the task of lawyers to
ensure that it is properly translated into the law.
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